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Contemporary Authors New Revision Series
The New Yorker
For Davita Chandal, growing up in New York in the 1930s and '40s is an experience
of indescribable joy—and unfathomable sadness. Her loving parents, both fervent
radicals, fill her with the fiercely bright hope for a new, better world. But the
deprivations of war and the Depression take their ruthless toll. And Davita,
unexpectedly, finds in the Jewish faith that her mother had long ago abandoned
both a solace to her questioning inner pain and a test of her budding spirit of
independence. To her, life's elusive possibilities for happiness, for fulfillment, for
decency, become as real and resonant as the music of the small harp that hangs
on her door, welcoming all guests with its sweet, gentle tones. Praise for Davita's
Harp “Rich . . . enchanting . . . [Chaim] Potok's bravest book.”—The New York
Times Book Review “It is an enormous pleasure to sink into such a rich . . . solidly
written novel. The reader knows from the first few pages that he is in the hands of
a sure professional who won't let him down.”—People “Engrossing . . . Filled with a
host of richly drawn characters. Potok is a master storyteller.”—Chicago Tribune
“Gripping and intriguing . . . A well-told tale that needed telling.”—The Philadelphia
Inquirer

Davita's Harp
For more than thirty years, Edie and Richard Middlestein shared a solid family life
together in the suburbs of Chicago. But now things are splintering apart, for one
reason, it seems: Edie's enormous girth. She's obsessed with food--thinking about
it, eating it--and if she doesn't stop, she won't have much longer to live. When
Richard abandons his wife, it is up to the next generation to take control. Robin,
their schoolteacher daughter, is determined that her father pay for leaving Edie.
Benny, an easy-going, pot-smoking family man, just wants to smooth things over.
And Rachelle-- a whippet thin perfectionist-- is intent on saving her mother-in-law's
life, but this task proves even bigger than planning her twin children's spectacular
b'nai mitzvah party. Through it all, they wonder: do Edie's devastating choices rest
on her shoulders alone, or are others at fault, too? With pitch-perfect prose, huge
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compassion, and sly humor, Jami Attenberg has given us an epic story of marriage,
family, and obsession. The Middlesteins explores the hopes and heartbreaks of
new and old love, the yearnings of Midwestern America, and our devastating,
fascinating preoccupation with food.

The Fixer
A Study Guide for Chaim Potok's "Davita's Harp," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed
Novels for Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary; character
analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for
further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Novels for
Students for all of your research needs.

Cyclopedia of Literary Characters: Aaron's Rod-Dem
Through numerous interviews with Picasso's intimates, the author penetrates the
barriers of the Picasso myth to reveal the struggle between his power to create
and his passion to destroy

Conversations with Chaim Potok
American Night, the final volume of an unprecedented trilogy, brings Alan Wald's
multigenerational history of Communist writers to a poignant climax. Using new
research to explore the intimate lives of novelists, poets, and critics during the
Cold War, Wald reveals a radical community longing for the rebirth of the social
vision of the 1930s and struggling with a loss of moral certainty as the Communist
worldview was being called into question. The resulting literature, Wald shows, is a
haunting record of fracture and struggle linked by common structures of feeling,
ones more suggestive of the "negative dialectics" of Theodor Adorno than the
traditional social realism of the Left. Establishing new points of contact among
Kenneth Fearing, Ann Petry, Alexander Saxton, Richard Wright, Jo Sinclair, Thomas
McGrath, and Carlos Bulosan, Wald argues that these writers were in dialogue with
psychoanalysis, existentialism, and postwar modernism, often generating moods of
piercing emotional acuity and cosmic dissent. He also recounts the contributions of
lesser known cultural workers, with a unique accent on gays and lesbians, secular
Jews, and people of color. The vexing ambiguities of an era Wald labels "late
antifascism" serve to frame an impressive collective biography.

Democracy Is Not a Spectator Sport
"Writing at its best is an exalted state, an unlocking of the unconscious and
imagination and a contact with sanctity." One of America's most popular Jewish
writers, Chaim Potok (b. 1929) is the author of such novels as The Chosen (1967),
The Promise (1969), The Book of Lights (1981), and Davita's Harp (1985). Each of
his novels explores the tension between tradition and modernity, and the clash
between Jewish culture and contemporary Western civilization, which he calls "coreto-core culture confrontation." Although primarily known as a novelist, Potok is an
ordained Conservative rabbi and a world-class Judaic scholar who has also
published children's books, theological discourses, biographies, and histories.
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Conversations with Chaim Potok presents interviews ranging from 1976 to 1999.
Potok discusses the broad range of his writing and the deep influence of non-Jewish
novels-in particular, Evelyn Waugh's Brideshead Revisited and James Joyce's
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man-on his work. Interviews bear witness to Potok's
many other influences-Orthodox Jewish doctrine, Freudian psychoanalytical theory,
Picasso's Guernica, and Jewish kabbalah mysticism. Though labeled an American
Jewish writer, Potok argues that Flannery O'Connor should then be called an
American Catholic writer and John Updike an American Protestant writer. "In his
mind," editor Daniel Walden writes, "just as Faulkner was a writer focused on a
particular place, Oxford, Mississippi, . . . so Potok's territory was a small section of
New York City." Potok often explores conflict in his writings and in his interviews.
Strict Jewish teachings deem fiction an artifice and therefore unnecessary, yet
since the age of sixteen Potok has been driven to write novels. At the root of all of
these conversations is Potok's intense interest in the turmoil between Jewish
culture, religion, and tradition and what he calls "Western secular humanism." As
he discusses his work, he continually includes broader issues, such as the state of
Jewish literature and art, pointing out with pride and enthusiasm his belief that
Jewish culture, in the twentieth century, has finally begun to have a significant role
in producing and shaping the world's art and literature. Whether discussing the
finer details of Talmudic textual analysis or his period of chaplaincy during the
Korean War, Potok is articulate and philosophical, bringing deep consideration into
what may seem small subjects. Although his novels and histories take place
primarily in the recent past, the Chaim Potok that emerges from this collection is a
writer deeply rooted in the tensions of the present. Daniel Walden is Professor
Emeritus of American Studies, English and Comparative Literature at Penn State
University. He has written or edited several books, including On Being Jewish
(1974), Twentieth Century American Jewish Writers (1984), The World of Chaim
Potok (1985), and American Jewish Poets: The Roots and the Stems (1990).

The Chosen
Covers numerous ethnic writers and their works. All major American ethnicities are
covered: African American, Asian American, Jewish American, Hispanic/Latino, and
Native American.

American Night
The journal of sport literature.

Time
The growing fascination with the hardships of women in other cultures makes this
insider's look at the harsh lives of ultra-orthodox women a relevant and intriguing
read. Judith Rotem, divorced her religious husband and his way of life, interviewed
dozens of women to give this insight to the women she left behind.National Jewish
Book Award Winner.

The Promise
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In response to the escalating need for up-to-date information on writers,
Contemporary Authors® New Revision Series brings researchers the most recent
data on the world's most-popular authors. These exciting and unique author
profiles are essential to your holdings because sketches are entirely revised and upto-date, and completely replace the original Contemporary Authors® entries. For
your convenience, a soft-cover cumulative index is sent biannually.While Gale
strives to replicate print content, some content may not be available due to rights
restrictions.Call your Sales Rep for details.

Chaim Potok
Asher Lev is a gifted loner, the artist who painted the sensational Brooklyn
Crucifixion. Into it he poured all the anguish and torment a Jew can feel when torn
between the faith of his fathers and the calling of his art. Here Asher Lev plunges
back into his childhood and recounts the story of love and conflict which dragged
him to this crossroads.

The Collected Plays of Chaim Potok
Chaim Potok was a world-class writer and scholar, a Conservative Jew who wrote
from and about his tradition and the conflicts between observance and
acculturation. With a plain, straightforward style, his novels were set against the
moral, spiritual, and intellectual currents of the twentieth century. This collection
aims to widen the lens through which we read Chaim Potok and to establish him as
an authentic American writer who created unforgettable characters forging
American identities for themselves while retaining their Jewish nature. The essays
illuminate the central struggle in Potok’s novels, which results from a profound
desire to reconcile the appeal of modernity with the pull of traditional Judaism. The
volume includes a memoir by Adena Potok and ends with Chaim Potok’s “My Life
as a Writer,” a speech he gave at Penn State in 1982. Aside from the editor, the
contributors are Victoria Aarons, Nathan P. Devir, Jane Eisner, Susanne
Klingenstein, S. Lillian Kremer, Jessica Lang, Sanford E. Marovitz, Kathryn
McClymond, Hugh Nissenson, Adena Potok, and Jonathan Rosen.

Chaim Potok
“[Chaim] Potok writes powerfully about the suffering of innocent people caught in
the cross-fire of a war they cannot begin to understand. . . . Humanity and
compassion for his characters leap from every page.”—San Francisco Chronicle As
the Chinese and the army of the North sweep south during the Korean War, an old
peasant farmer and his wife flee their village across the bleak, bombed-out
landscape. They soon come upon a boy in a ditch who is wounded and
unconscious. Stirred by possessiveness and caring the woman refuses to leave the
boy behind. The man thinks she is crazy to nurse this boy, to risk their lives for
some dying stranger. Angry and bewildered, he waits for the boy to die. And when
the boy does not die, the old man begins to believe that the boy possesss a magic
upon which all their lives depend. . . .

The New York Times Book Review
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While Chaim Potok is most famous for his novels, particularly his first book The
Chosen (1967)—which was listed on The New York Times bestseller list for 39
weeks and sold more than 3,400,000 copies—he also wrote plays, which are
collected and published here for the first time. Rena Potok edited the collection
and wrote the introduction. This book features all five of Potok’s plays, production
notes on each of the plays, prefaces by the directors, and the transcript of a postperformance discussion on Out of the Depths featuring Chaim Potok and Prof.
David Roskies, which appears for the first time in print, in this volume. Includes:
Out of the Depths (Performed in Philadelphia in 1990. The last version was a 1990
video of the staged workshop performance. The play was reconstructed for this
collection by Rena Potok and David Bassuk, the play’s director and co-creator,
based on the video and on the final rehearsal script.) Sins of the Father: The
Carnival and The Gallery (Performed in Philadelphia in 1990. Adapted from scenes
in Chaim Potok’s novels The Promise and My Name is Asher Lev.) The Play of Lights
(Performed in Philadelphia in 1992. Adapted from Chaim Potok’s novel The Book of
Lights.) The Chosen (Premiered in 1999 and performed widely since then. Adapted
from the novel of the same name into a play by Chaim Potok and Aaron Posner.
This volume contains the most recent authorized version of the play.)

The Gift of Asher Lev
The daughter of a nonbelieving Jewish mother and a nonbelieving gentile
father--dedicated Communists both--Davita Chandal, growing up as the world
suffers through the Spanish Civil War and World War II, turns to Judaism for
consolation and spiritual sustenance

My Name is Asher Lev
A companion title to 150 Great Books, this acclaimed sequel reviews classic and
contemporary works. Each title contains a plot summary, three evaluation tools (a
20-question quiz, 5 short-answer questions, and a chellenge essay question),
answers and suggested responses, glossary of literary terms, and bibliographical
entries. The 100 titles are grouped in seven categories: Adventure and Survival
(such as Run Silent, Run Deep, Lord of the Flies, and A Walk Across America) The
Maturing Self (such as The Stranger, Carrie, and Homecoming) History in Fiction
(such as The Sun Also Rises, Gone with the Wind, and A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court) Science Fiction, Fantasy, and the Supernatural (such as The Last
Unicorn, The Other, and The Martian Chronicles) Social Issues and Moral Challenge
(such as Go Tell It on the Mountain, All the President's Men, and Skindeep) Success
and Achievement (such as The Bell Jar, A Man Called Peter, and Up the Down
Staircase) Reflections of the Family (such as Roots, Cold Sassy Tree, and Giants in
the Earth) Note: The original literary works are not included.

Davita's Harp
Distant Sisters
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Israel Studies
Chronicles the stormy lives of a Jewish father and son in the Soviet Union, profiling
Solomon Slepak, an old-guard Bolshevik, and his son Voldya, a "refusenik"
persecuted and imprisoned for trying to leave the Soviet Union

American Ethnic Writers
Old Men at Midnight
I Am the Clay
Beacham's Popular Fiction in America
Recounting the making of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington, D.C., a photographic tribute chronicles its planning and construction,
exhibit selection process, admittance of the first visitors, and role in education.

Beacham's Popular Fiction
Jephte's Daughter
In a passionate, energetic narrative, The Promise brilliantly dramatizes what it is to
master and use knowledge to make one’s own way in the world. Reuven Malter
lives in Brooklyn, he’s in love, and he’s studying to be a rabbi. He also keeps
challenging the strict interpretations of his teachers, and if he keeps it up, his
dream of becoming a rabbi may die. One day, worried about a disturbed, unhappy
boy named Michael, Reuven takes him sailing and cloud-watching. Reuven also
introduces him to an old friend, Danny Saunders—now a psychologist with a
growing reputation. Reconnected by their shared concern for Michael, Reuven and
Danny each learns what it is to take on life—whether sacred truths or a troubled
child—according to his own lights, not just established authority.

100 More Great Books
Offers insights and ideas on readers' advisory services.

The Gates of November
Helen Gurley Brown adds dazzle to dull office days in her follow-up to the
phenomenal bestseller Sex and the Single Girl The classic book from 1965 tells
what it was really like to be the girl in a Mad Men–style workplace. Sex and the
Office became the definitive, comprehensive guide to working life for an entire
generation of women. Alongside advice about how to deal with your boss, manage
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office politics, and make the most of personal and professional opportunities in the
office, Helen Gurley Brown also shares stories from her own office days. A classic
of its time, this stands as a frank look at how to get ahead, not just through
working hard but through playing hard, too.

Life Journey
Previous eds. titled: Make a difference.

Conversations with Chaim Potok
The Holocaust Museum in Washington
The pampered daughter of a wealthy Hasidic businessman, Batsheva Ha-Levi
grows up in the affluent suburbs of Los Angeles. But everything changes when she
turns eighteen and finds that her loving father has made a secret vow which will
shatter her life, forcing her to marry a man she hardly knows and sending her to
the exotic, golden city of Jerusalem. On her wedding day, she enters a strange and
foreign world steeped in tradition and surrounded by myth. Shackled by ancient
rules, she soon understands that to survive she will have no choice but to fight for
her freedom, to reconcile her own need to live in the modern world with her
ancestral obligations, and to choose between the three men who vie for her body,
her soul, and her love. Now a classic listed among the one hundred most important
Jewish books of all time*, Jephte's Daughter is bestselling author Naomi Ragen's
beloved first novel. With poignancy and insight, it takes readers on a
groundbreaking and unforgettable journey inside the hidden world of women in the
ultra-Orthodox Jewish community. *100 Essential Books For Jewish Readers, Rabbi
Daniel B. Sync and Lindy Frenkel Kanter

Masterplots II.
"Writing at its best is an exalted state, an unlocking of the unconscious and
imagination and a contact with sanctity." One of America's most popular Jewish
writers, Chaim Potok (b. 1929) is the author of such novels as The Chosen (1967),
The Promise (1969), The Book of Lights (1981), and Davita's Harp (1985). Each of
his novels explores the tension between tradition and modernity, and the clash
between Jewish culture and contemporary Western civilization, which he calls "coreto-core culture confrontation." Although primarily known as a novelist, Potok is an
ordained Conservative rabbi and a world-class Judaic scholar who has also
published children's books, theological discourses, biographies, and histories.
Conversations with Chaim Potok presents interviews ranging from 1976 to 1999.
Potok discusses the broad range of his writing and the deep influence of non-Jewish
novels-in particular, Evelyn Waugh's Brideshead Revisited and James Joyce's
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man-on his work. Interviews bear witness to Potok's
many other influences-Orthodox Jewish doctrine, Freudian psychoanalytical theory,
Picasso's Guernica, and Jewish kabbalah mysticism. Though labeled an American
Jewish writer, Potok argues that Flannery O'Connor should then be called an
American Catholic writer and John Updike an American Protestant writer. "In his
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mind," editor Daniel Walden writes, "just as Faulkner was a writer focused on a
particular place, Oxford, Mississippi, . . . so Potok's territory was a small section of
New York City." Potok often explores conflict in his writings and in his interviews.
Strict Jewish teachings deem fiction an artifice and therefore unnecessary, yet
since the age of sixteen Potok has been driven to write novels. At the root of all of
these conversations is Potok's intense interest in the turmoil between Jewish
culture, religion, and tradition and what he calls "Western secular humanism." As
he discusses his work, he continually includes broader issues, such as the state of
Jewish literature and art, pointing out with pride and enthusiasm his belief that
Jewish culture, in the twentieth century, has finally begun to have a significant role
in producing and shaping the world's art and literature. Whether discussing the
finer details of Talmudic textual analysis or his period of chaplaincy during the
Korean War, Potok is articulate and philosophical, bringing deep consideration into
what may seem small subjects. Although his novels and histories take place
primarily in the recent past, the Chaim Potok that emerges from this collection is a
writer deeply rooted in the tensions of the present. Daniel Walden is Professor
Emeritus of American Studies, English and Comparative Literature at Penn State
University. He has written or edited several books, including On Being Jewish
(1974), Twentieth Century American Jewish Writers (1984), The World of Chaim
Potok (1985), and American Jewish Poets: The Roots and the Stems (1990).

A Study Guide for Chaim Potok's "Davita's Harp"
For Davita Chandal, growing up in New York in the 1930s and '40s is an experience
of indescribable joy—and unfathomable sadness. Her loving parents, both fervent
radicals, fill her with the fiercely bright hope for a new, better world. But the
deprivations of war and the Depression take their ruthless toll. And Davita,
unexpectedly, finds in the Jewish faith that her mother had long ago abandoned
both a solace to her questioning inner pain and a test of her budding spirit of
independence. To her, life's elusive possibilities for happiness, for fulfillment, for
decency, become as real and resonant as the music of the small harp that hangs
on her door, welcoming all guests with its sweet, gentle tones. Praise for Davita's
Harp “Rich . . . enchanting . . . [Chaim] Potok's bravest book.”—The New York
Times Book Review “It is an enormous pleasure to sink into such a rich . . . solidly
written novel. The reader knows from the first few pages that he is in the hands of
a sure professional who won't let him down.”—People “Engrossing . . . Filled with a
host of richly drawn characters. Potok is a master storyteller.”—Chicago Tribune
“Gripping and intriguing . . . A well-told tale that needed telling.”—The Philadelphia
Inquirer

The Readers' Advisor's Companion
“Extraordinary . . . No one but Chaim Potok could have written this strangely
sweet, compelling, and deeply felt novel.”—The Cleveland Plain Dealer In his
powerful My Name is Asher Lev, Chaim Potok gave the world an unforgettable
character and a timeless story that The New York Times Book Review hailed as
“little short of a work of genius.” The Chicago Sun-Times declared it “a story that
had to be told.” Now, Chaim Potok’s beloved character returns to learn, to teach,
to dream, in The Gift of Asher Lev. Twenty years have passed. Asher Lev is a worldrenowned artist living with his young family in France. Still, he is unsure of his
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artistic direction. Success has not brought ease to his heart. Then Asher’s beloved
uncle dies suddenly, and Asher and his family rush back to Brooklyn—and into a
world that Asher thought he had left behind forever. It is a journey of confrontation
and discovery as Asher purges his past in search of new inspiration for his art and
begins to understand the true meaning of sacrifice and the painful joy in sharing
the most precious gift of all. Praise for The Gift of Asher Lev “A
masterwork.”—Newsday “Rivals anything Chaim Potok has ever produced. It is a
book written with passion about passion. You’re not likely to read anything better
this year.”—The Detroit News “Fascinating.”—The Washington Post Book World
“Very moving.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer

Zebra and Other Stories
The Fixer is the winner of the 1967 National Book Award for Fiction and the 1967
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. The Fixer (1966) is Bernard Malamud's best-known and
most acclaimed novel -- one that makes manifest his roots in Russian fiction,
especially that of Isaac Babel. Set in Kiev in 1911 during a period of heightened
anti-Semitism, the novel tells the story of Yakov Bok, a Jewish handyman blamed
for the brutal murder of a young Russian boy. Bok leaves his village to try his luck
in Kiev, and after denying his Jewish identity, finds himself working for a member
of the anti-Semitic Black Hundreds Society. When the boy is found nearly drained
of blood in a cave, the Black Hundreds accuse the Jews of ritual murder. Arrested
and imprisoned, Bok refuses to confess to a crime that he did not commit.

The Middlesteins
Davita's Harp
Contains analyses of characters that appear in novels, plays, epics, and other
classics of world literature, providing lengthy descriptions of central characters,
and less extensive discussions of supporting players; and arranged alphabetically
by title.

Picasso
A collection of stories about six different young people who each experience a lifechanging event.

Sex and the Office
A baseball game between Jewish schools is the catalyst that starts a bitter rivalry
between two boys and their fathers.

Aethlon
From the celebrated author of The Chosen and My Name Is Asher Lev, a trilogy of
related novellas about a woman whose life touches three very different
men—stories that encompass some of the profoundest themes of the twentieth
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century. Ilana Davita Dinn is the listener to whom three men relate their lives. As a
young girl, she offers English lessons to a teenage survivor of the camps. In “The
Ark Builder,” he shares with her the story of his friendship with a proud old builder
of synagogue arks, and what happened when the German army invaded their
Polish town. As a graduate student, she finds herself escorting a guest lecturer
from the Soviet Union, and in “The War Doctor,” her sympathy moves him to put
his painful past to paper recounting his experiences as a Soviet NKVD agent who
was saved by an idealistic doctor during the Russian civil war, only to encounter
him again during the terrifying period of the Kremlin doctors’ plot. And, finally, we
meet her in “The Trope Teacher,” in which a distinguished professor of military
history, trying to write his memoirs, is distracted by his wife’s illness and by the
arrival next door of a new neighbor, the famous writer I. D. (Ilana Davita) Chandal.
Poignant and profound, Chaim Potok’s newest fiction is a major addition to his
remarkable—and remarkably loved—body of work. From the Hardcover edition.
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